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Abstract. An external formation based on lithography pro
cesses is not a single possible method of the le manufacturing. In 
the self-format.ion the interaction between the forming object. and 
chaotic medium is controlled by the object's structure, and the 
structure is changed by the interactions accom panied by the pri
maryobject increasing complexity. Three kinds of self-formation 
methods can be used for manufacturing: self-alignment, based on 
t.he intera.ction between an object and distinct sequence of chaotic 
media, development, where a. single chaotic medium is sufficient 
and reproduction, where the developing objects generat.es primary 
objects. There are known a lot of methods for submicrQllleter struc
tures manufacturing and lithography processes reducing. 

Key words: self-formation, self-aligned, development, repro
duction, le manufacturing, solid-state technology .. 

Introductioll. "Ve live in the 'World where every struc
ture is changing. "Ve 'observe not Olily self-destmction pro
cesses, where a more complex structure turns to a more simple 
one, but development where the object complexit.y increases. 
The recent cases we can observe 111 anima.te nature and in 
human industrial activity. 

Any real object can be seen as a complex of different 
materials located in a distinct manner in the Euc1idean space 
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and the manufacturing of such an object as a new rehcatioll 
of these materials. 

The· most common methods of the manufacturing are 
based on assembling of the entire body from single details. 
Such methods are applied in the radioelectronics field, 'where 
uncount.ed munber of circuits could be assembled by using a 
minimum detail collection: wires, resistors, capacitors, induc
tors and rectifiers. There we have a method of typical ele
ments. which manufacturing includes a lot of different techno
logical processes. 

An alternatiye met.hod based on typical processes f01" 
manufacturing of integrat.ed circuits was announced in 19G 1. I 
mean a planar technique, where a11 the element.s are produced 
in the single crystal by processes of lithography, diffusion or 
ion implantat.ion. A changing of distinct regions of the wafer 
occurs on selective interaction between a forming object aJlcl 
a medium. The meditul1 in this case must be a structural 
one. So the ,;interaction localizations in space and time are 
controlled by man or automatics. Thus, we' have a typical 
EXTERNAL ,FORMATION (Fig. 1, a), where any patterns are 
to be transferred from a medium to an object. 

During tht' development of mictrodcctronics we have had 
a changing of materials, processes, but never external forma
tion priuciple. However, in the sevC'nt.ees a possibilit.y to con
trol a localization in space by an object itself was found out. 

At. the beginning we saw a number of methods, where 
manufaciuring of a submicromder structure without lithog
raphy (self-aligned technique) was performed (Fig. L b). Re
cently the methods of manufacturing of integrated circuits arE 
known, where a number of lithographies are com;iderably re
duced. It can be said with assurance that only one litho~aphJ 
is sufficien' , while others can be changed by self-aligned tech
lllques. 
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It is suggested that methods, where the localizations in 
sPllce and time arc controlled by an object its!"'l£. can be re
alized. The object forming occurs in the single medium and 
no external control is necessnry. Thus, we have an analogous 
development in an animat.e nature (plant from a seed-corn, 
bird form an egg, etc.) (Fig. 1, c). Methods for realization of 
the development in solid-state technology are yet unkuown. 
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Fig. 1. Three kinds of formation. 

Sq we have principles, where external control is reduced 
or is una:i.-"ailable. This is a SELF-FOR11ATION technology, 
including self-aligned technique, development and other cases 
of internal formation. 

In order to explajn principles of self-formation we make 
. a bipolar transistor structure choice. 

Let 'we have a cross-section of the bipolar transistor 
(Fig. 2), including collector region 7, base region 8, emitter 
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of the bipolar transistor. , -

region 9, p+ b~.se -region 10 and atmosphere O. Assume that 
we cross this structure by parallel planes 1-6. vVe \vill have 
the system of the parallel planes (Fig. 3, a), where the distinct 
value of a parameter is juxtaposed by any Eucliclean point of 
the plane and represents the physical and chemical properties 
of the transistor regions such as "ba.-;e", "emitter" and,so on. 
After signing these values of the parameters by real numbers 
we have an approximation of the transistor to the parametric 
plane system" which can be substituted by planes arranged 
on the plane of the drawing as is shown in Fig. 3; b.. If this 
approximation is made, the manufacturing of a solid-state de
vice is represented by the formation of the distinct topology 
on the plane system, e.g., the changing of the primary :vaJues 
of the parameters. Such a changing may be caused only by 
interaction between the parameters. 
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Fig. 3. Aproximation of the transistor. 
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Theory. Let's construct a topological space providing 
an e'i'olution of t.opological systems. Topological spa, 15 pre
sented by a Cartesian product of set.s Xi : 

The Cartesian product of sets is expressed in the form of 
multi-dimensional space with orthogonal coordinate axis, 

Let the first set be the a...'{is X of 8.I.l Eudiclean space 

x - {(J') . ." C :\1 .. - - '. -.(. "- .... )'. 

The second one can be determined as the second :;xi> of 
the Euclidean plane: 

Y = {(y) : y E Y}. 

The direct product of sets X and Y comprises an Euclidean 
plane: 

i 
R2:- (X x Y) = {(x, y) : x EX, Y E Y}. 

The set R~ represents all the combinations of (:r, y). 
The third ro.."lS could be the axis Z of the Euclidean space. 

But in the present state of affairs we have a chance to change 
the set Z by a munerical set 6 

6 = {($) : S E Z}, 

\iVhere the a.xis 611Z in the Euclidean space and repre-
sents the :lldication of planes. ' 

Thus 'we have a three-dimensional space 

K = {R2 X 6) = {( x, y, s) : x EX, y E Y, s E 6}, 
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represented by a complainer Euclidean space, containing the 
ordered system of parallel indexed planes with undetermined 
dista.nce between them. 

Then the fourth axis-- a parameter set P can be added: 

P = {(p) : pEN}. 

This is the case where any point of the Euclidean plane is 
juxtaposed by distinct -\"alue of the parameter. If the param
eter represents some material, the set P encloses all-inclusive 
definition of the mc.terii-ihi denoted by numbers. 

If the value of the parameters is juxtaposed by Cl colour, 
we have a system of parallel coloured planes wi th coloured 
figures on them. 

No changes can occur in the space not induding time 
aXIs: 

T = Ht) : t ER}. 

Now we can determine the causes capable of chan~ing 
the topological systems in our space. The axis X, Y, (5 are 
not changeable. One parameter P only can be cl1allged in 
time. It does not mean that the time causes a changing. Our 
topological space yet not includes the cause of change. 

Any change in nature is caused by interactions between 
an object and media. Such substances in a topological space 
are represented by parameter values Pi. 

Thus, a set of interactions between two parameters can 
be writt.en out as: 

p4 = {(p,p,p,p) : pEP}, 

-where the combination (Pk]JIPrPs) implies that the change of 
the parameters Pk and PI to Pr and Ps, respectively, takes place 
if they occur in the neighbourhood of the Euclideall point 
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So the point (;(.i, Yi, si,pd and (Xj, Yj, Sj,Pl) changes to 
points (Xi,Yi,Sj,Pr) and (Xj,Yj,Sj,Ps) respectively. 

Thus, t.he processes of etching and evaporation can be 
represented by interaction PiP j PiPi, exposition of photoresist, 
diffusion, ion implantation by PiPjPiPk. vacuum deposition, 
electrochemical coating by PiPjPjPj, diffusion followed by ox-
idation - by PiPjPkPt etc. ' 

Thu.'3, we have the eight-dimensional topological space 

£ ..:.. (R2 x 6 X p4 X T). 

Four-dimensional systems in the form of set of parametric 
planes exists in space £: 

They approximate solid-state devices and integrated cir
cuits as welL,' The evolution of these systems -fits the manu
facturing pro~esses adequately. 

External forlnation~ The investigation of a system 
evolution can be performed orL the determined t.opology. If 
the starting system is represented by a homogeneous plane 
{Ps} c Eo, our problem is to find a set of interactions suffi
cient to change an initial plane to a system (Fig. 4): 

I 

Fig. 4. Initial and final pla.nes. 
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Suppose we have a plane system including hvo planes: 
an upper plane {O} representing the medium and the bottolll. 
one {5} representiilg the initial object (Fig. 5, left column). 
Suppose the inedium plane is changed with time by a distinct 
sequence: 

0 

:J 

{O} -+ {A1 ,2)(\A1 , I)} -+ {(A2 ,3)(\Az,I)} 

-+ {(A3, 4)(\A3, I)} -+ {O}. 

1L.J.1 f!l 1 GJ 

511 } 5 IG] 8 I 51[1]&~1 ,1@6rrul 

Fig. 5. Enternal formation t.echnology. 

The set of interactions is given by: 

p4 = {2526 3637 4648}. 

The evolution will occur in the follo\\cing mallllcr: 

{O}{5} -+ {(A},2)(\A1 , I)}{5} -+ {(A1 ,2){\A1 , I)} 

({A}'6)(\A},5)} -+ {(A2 ,3)(\A2 , I)} 
{(A 1 ,6)(\A1 ,5)} -+ {(A2 ,3)(\A2 ,I)} 

{(A2' 7)( A.} \A2, 6)(\A1 , 5)}-'-; {(A3' 4 )(\A3 ; 1 )} 

{(A2' 7)(A1 \A2 , 6)(\A1 , 5)} -+ {(:h,4)(\A3, I)} 

{(A2 , 7)(A3, 8)(A1 , \A2 , \A3, 6)(\A1 , 5)} 

-+ {O}{(A2' 7)(A3, 8)(A1, \A2 , \A3' 6)(\..11, 5)}. 
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The medium plane {O} (e.g. atmosphere) char'Yes by the 
plane containing the figure Al \vith the parameter 2 \Jor exam
ple, vacuum with boron ion flow). The impla.ntation changes 
n-type conductivity to p-type represented by parameter 5. 
Thus, we have a base region of transistor. Later a challg
ing of boron atoms for phosphorus atoms for emitter region 7 
forming follows. The forming of the p+ base region occurs in 
the same way. 

The above presented method is the most radical one of 
external formation. A weil known planar process is based on 
the same principl.:>s. 

Self-alignement. Make an assumption that an initial 
system includes an object piane {(A. 1 ,2)(\A1 , In (a buttom 
plane in Fig. 6) and a medium plane varying with time by the 
sequence {O} ~ {3} ~ {O} ~ {4}. The set ofinteractiolls is 
given by 

j p4 = {1353 2565 2728 4647} , 
! 

and the evolutJlon occurs iD the following way (Fig. 6): 

{O}{(A 1 ,2)(\A], I)} ~ {3}{(A},2)(\A 1 ,5)} 

--+ {O}{ (A2 , 2)(A1 \A2 , 6)(\A1, 5)} ~ {4}{ (A2' 2)(.4.1 \A2 , 7) 

(\A 1 ,5)} ~ {O}{(A2,2)(A3 , 7)(A1' \A2' \A3 ,8)(\A1 ,5)}. 

In other words interaction 1353 causes the change of 
parameter 1 by the parameter 5, and thcll interadion 2565 
causes leads to the formation of the ring region around the 
figure AI. Thus, figure Al converts to the figure (.42 ,2), fig
ures (\A2 ,6) and (\.4.1 ,5). Then we change the parameter 
of the medium plane 3 to the parameter 4. The interaction 
4647 transforms the parameter 6 to 7 and the interaction 2728 
causes t}a ring region to form around the figmc .4.2 witli the 
parameter 8, which separates the figure A3 • 
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There we have discussed the most complex self-aligned 
method, where only one lithography process is sufficient. The 
realiza.tion of such a case in solid-sta.te technology is yet un
known. Hundreds of self-aligned methods change either one 
or severallithogr.aphy processes by self-formation technique. I 
mean tht; me:thods for ma.nufacturing of submicrometer struc
tures. 

It 
1 

\ 
A 

0\ 

Fig. 6. Self-aligment technology. 

\ 
11 
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Submicrometer structures can be obtained using one
(Fig. 7, c,d) or two- (Fig. 7, a,b) side evolution of a initial 
plane structure. In the first case the size of the strtlcture is as 
follows: 

x = a - 2pt, 

where v - is the velocity of a mm7'"ement of the phase boundary 
of an initial structure, t - is the dura.tion of a process. 

In the second case the size of the structure is as follows: 

x = vt. 

In order to form a submicrometersize by one- or two- side 
evoluti'on we must use the selective etching or the o).;dation 
followed by film deposition. 
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Fig. 7. One- and two- side evoliution of the primary 
structure. 

Self-aligned technique is the simplest case of self-forma
tion. But we can have and more interesting versions. 

Development. An external formation (planar technol
ogy) and self-alignment are not single possible techniques for 
manufacturing of solid-state devices and integrated circuits. 
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Suppose we have two object planes {(AI, 2)(\A1 ,1)} and 
.{3} separated by a medium plane {O} (Fig. 8). The set of 
interactions is given by 

.p4 = {2324 2526 3435* 4647*}, 

where the sign * indexes the self-stopped intera.ction (for ex
ample, electrolytical oxidation), where radius of interaction 
R* > Ro. 

1~ a 0 

" 1~ 1 

IL 
3 3 14 J :3 

\ 
A 
1 

~ 
~ i ~J Sj 

\ 
A 
2 

0 0 

J ~ ilL2J 
3 1GJ S, 13 ~ 

\ 
Fig. 8. Development of the system. 

A 
3 

Assume that these planes come into contact. The evolu
tion Vvill occur in the following manner: 

{(AI, 2)(\Al , 1)){3} ~ {(A1 ,2)(\A1 , 1)}{(A1 ,4)(\A1 ,3)} 
-+ {(AI, 2)(\A1 , l)}{ (A2, 4)(A1 \A2, 5)(\A1 , 3)} -+ 

-+ {(Al,2)(\Al,1)}{(A2,4)(Al\A2,6)(\Al,3)} ~ 

-+ {(A], 2)(\A1, 1)}{ (A2, 4 )(A3' 6)(A1' \A2, \A.3' 7)(\.4.1 , 3)}. 

The interaction 2324 causes the formation of the figure 
Al with the parameter 4 on the bottom plane. Then "the 
interaction 3435* c.auses the ring region formation wit.h the 
parameter 5. But the interaction 2526 changes the parameter 
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5 to 6. The last one causes the interaction 4647* c:,.:.d the 
formation of the ring region 7. 

It is important to note some interesting features of this 
evolution. First, we have two equilibrium objects (object 
planes) which contact makes a nonequilibrium object and 
structure changing dtarts. Second, no interaction between an 
object and medium is not necessary. The system complexity 
rises without external disturbance. 

Thus: we have an analogous to the living system devel
opment. 

The theoretical ba~e allows the construction of more ex
otic methods of mallufacturing of solid-state devices. 

Assume, that we have two initial objects {(A1 ,2) 
(\A I ,I)} and {3}{ 4} separated by the medium plane {O}, as 
shown in (Fig. 9). An asymmetry of the second plane system 
allows two kinds of contacts: 

I 

El = {(A1 ,2)(\A1 , 1)){3}{4} 

; E2 = {(Ab 2)(\A}, 1)}{4}{3} 

If the se# of interactions is given by 
I 

p4 = {1315 2326 5457 6468 8002 7001 5659* 6068 

6860 9098 5750 292(10) (1O}0(10)8 6(10)6( 11)* 

(11)0(11)8 141(12) ~42(13) (12)3(12)(14) 

(13)3(13)14 (14)0(14)(15) (15)0343(14)30 

(12)( 13)( 12)( 16)* 2( 16)2( 17) (13)( 17)( 13)( IS)* 

(16)0(16)14 (17)0(17)(14) 18,0,18,14 (13)0(13)(14). 

The syst.em El evaluation is as follows: 

{(.4b 2)(\_41 ,1)}{3}{4}{0} -} {( .. 4}.2)(\A1 ,1)} 

{(A}, 6)(\A.1 ,5)}{(.41 ,8)(\A}, 7)}{0} ..-? {(A1 ,2)(\A.1 , I)} 

{A.1 ,6)(\A:,5)}{0}{(.4},2)(\A},1)} ~ ... ~ {(.-11 ,2)·" 
(\Ab 1)}{A2; 6)(Al \A2' 9)(\Al' 5)}{(A1 , 8)(\A.}, 7)}{0} ~ 
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. {(A.l , 2)(\A1 , l)}{(Az, 6)(AI \Az, lO)}{O}{(All 2)(\A}, In . 

~ ... ~ {(AI, 2)(\AI , l)}{(Az, 6)(A3, 10)(A}, \Az, \A3, 11) 

(\A1 , 5)}{ (AI, 8)(\A1 , 7) HO} ~ {(AI, 2)(\AI, l)}{{A:z., 6, 
(\A3 , lO)}(A} , \Az, \A3 , 1l)}{0}{(A},2)(\A1 ,1)} ~ .... 

The first initial object comes into contact with the upper 
plane of the second initial 'Ohject. The interacti-ons Ill-Th~ 2326., 
5457, 64(8 cause the form~ation ·of the i£i.glJlreA.l ail the upper 
and oottom planes of t he second obj'ed. Then 'the n:rid&e 
plane comes intodeveloplnent (see development., !'€feued to 
Fig. 8). At the same tim e the mi:tera:ctio.ns BOO2;a:ud 7001 <Cause 
the £onnat.iono:f the nrst kind of the il1itial oibject ~rnted 
by t.h,= plane (IQ).. It meaus :an autonoDJ;y 'Of these syst<em,-s .. 
Thus, we have a generation first. kind of the :iWtial object. 
T!- e following :infinite generation suppo:rts the .iter~tiOli1s 6068., 
9098, (10)0(10)8 and (11)0(11)8-

If the primaryobjectoomes mm oontad with the bottom 
plane of the secondsyst:e:rn, we obt:am the 'l1evelopmE'nt of the 
system followed by illfurite generdtion of the second1.-ind of the 
initial object (Fig. 10). The comes the following ·evoh.ltio"l~ 

{(A1 ,2)(\A.1 , 1)){4}{3}{O}{O} ~ {(AI, 2) 

(\AI , 1 )}{(A1 , 13)(\04.1, 12)}{14}{15}{0} ~ {(Ab2)(\Ab In 

{(AI, 13)(\A1 , 12)){0}{3}{4} ~ ... ~ {(A I ,2) 

(\A1 , 1)}{(~42' 13)(A}, \A2' 16)(\.41 , 12)}{14}{15}{0} ~ 

{(AI, 2)(\A1 , 1)}{(.42 , 13)(.4}, \A2' 17)(\A1 , 12)}{0}{3}{4} 

~ ." --7 {(AI' 2)(\.41 , l)}{(Az, 13)(A3 , 17) 

(A}, \.4z, \A3, 18)}{ 14}{ 15}{0} ~ {(AI, 2)(\.4b 1 )}{(A.2, 13) 

(.43, 17)(A1, \.42 , \A3, 18)){0}{3H4} ~"'. 

So a possibility of t.he reproduction of such primitive arti: 
ficial systems as t.ransistors exists at least theoretically. \Ve see 
a remarkable resemblance with reproduction of living systems. 
Two kinds of an initial object are necessary and sufficient. 
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Fig. 9. Reproduction of the first kind of system. 
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Fig. 10. Reproduction of the second kind of system. 
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To cont.act with side of second initial ob:;ect is chose:;-: 
the nrst. Of second kind of an object develops. The objc:d 
developing is followed by generation of the first or sec01}d }kir~:,}d. 
of the icitialobjecl1 resp.ectively. 

A cnaneeof meeting .of two kinds of initial objects mae 
a. nonequilibrium dewe1opingobject able to generate an initia1 
objed§equence .. 

CondUfiiou_ An appr.oxima.tion of the manufadurilllg 
of solid-state devices and ICby eight-dimensional topologleal 
space and forming object by topological system has aUo,,<:ecl 
to dear up fundamental£ of form.a.tion in respect of phYBind 
processes and materials applied to distinct. technologies. 

The theory" permits"" an existence of external formation 
as a dass of well known methods for manufacturing of solid
state de,,-ices and lC. For the most part we mean a planar 
techllology based on lithography processes. An object's for
mation accomr.anieci by increasing of its complexity is caused 
by structural ~nd chaotic media sequence contr<?lled by a man 
an automatics'. 

i 

Theory includes all known methods of self-aligned tech-
nique, where (,\11 object forming is caused by sequence of chao
tic: medium cOlitrolled by a man 0 .. : an automatics. These 
methods have an application, when submicron structures are 
manufactured without electronolithography and where the 
number of lithography processes are reduced. A single lit
hography to the self-aligned technique only is sufficient. 

Theory disclosed new urknown in practice methods of 
manufacturing of solid-state devices and le analogous to de
velopment and reproduction in animate nature. The develop
ment can be thought of as self-aligned 'with one lithogra.phy 
and one chaotic medium. Even if a principal possibility t~ con
struct st~~h a technology exits, its reaiization proba.bly lays in 
the way of changing of a device construction and materials. It 
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.is not inconceivable that it will be a. MOLECULAR ELEC
TltONICS. 
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